Attendees: Joe Allred, Nathan Anderson, Sarah Davidson, Kit Edington, Kathy Garramone, Andrew Hauer, Bob Hlynosky, Becky Maier, Jay Michalik, Scott Miller, Jonathan Neff, James Poelstra, Suzanne Purdum

Software Updates (Kathy)

Microsoft EES campus agreement
- Kathy is working with our MS partner, OETC, on the renewal. Contract dates: January 1, 2017-December 31, 2017.

Nvivo campus agreement options
- Kathy is investigating Nvivo site license options. Campus already purchases about 40 licenses at $8,000/year. A site license is about $15,000.

Camtasia Studio
- We do not have a campus license for Camtasia. Kathy obtained a quote from CDW-G. The price is very expensive. After a Tech Partners query, there are about 60 Camtasia licenses on campus. We are going to table this for now unless there is a push to increase the numbers.

Microsoft Select Agreement through UM Bookstore (Jay Michalik, Technology Facilitator)

- University departments normally purchase server software licenses through the Bookstore’s MS Select program. Our new Microsoft campus agreement, referred to as EES (Enrollment for Education Solutions), changed Select agreement options.
- The Select agreement is point level based. There was a pool of applications that dropped away from that agreement due to not enough sales. That meant there was no way to purchase through Select. We had to move to a different license type this past year, called Open licensing, which is more expensive.
- Jay pushed Microsoft and his rep. to re-enter into the Select agreement, and they were able to do so. One additional piece of good news is that affiliates can participate in Select agreement.
- Dell punch out back in GrizMart - inconsistencies with ordering numbers.
- Montana Supplies: Now on Jay's plate. He will be the manager. Will investigate web site. Fully in place by next week.

Procurement Update (Bob Hlynosky, Business Services)

- Apple orders were delayed for a while due to an accounting issue, which was resolved earlier this week.
- Business Services is looking at a managed print solution from 360 Solutions.
- Vendor fair – April 2017. Includes vendors on term contracts. We have 22 committed to it. Keep in mind that if vendors are not doing what we need, Procurement can help.
- If we have a relationship with a vendor, please be up front about it. Auditors may question...
LANDesk Reminder (Joe Allred, IT-CSS)

- LANDesk AV core will be shut down in March. The AV core will continue to be updated and supported until the shutdown date.

PaperCut (Suzanne Purdum, IT-CSS)

- PaperCut is a solution for managing campus printing.
- It allows payment through UMoney. It is used primary by campus units with student computer labs. Some participating campus units include: SAIT, Law Library, MC, SOBA, Journalism, CFC, CHPBS computer lab.
- PaperCut can track usage/numbers. A Web interface is available.

Adobe CC Server update (Nathan Anderson, IT Central student lab manager)

- There are three versions of Adobe CC on the Adobe server: 2015, 2016, 2017. Nathan queried the group about whether we can remove 2015. The packages are very large. The consensus is that yes, let’s keep two versions on the server and zip archive older versions.
- The Adobe server is set up to pull updates.

The next SAM Roundtable is Tuesday, January 17, 11:00am - 12:00pm, UC Alumni Boardroom. Please direct software questions/comments to software@umontana.edu.